Williamson County Area
Beekeepers Association
NEXT MEETING:
THURSDAY MAY 30th
7:00-9:00 Program
Georgetown Public Library
2019 Club Officers:
PRESIDENT: Phil Ainslie
254-718-3255
beeuser46@gmail.com

Meeting Night Changes
Thursday May 30th
Tuesday June 25th
Tuesday July 23rd
Tuesday August 20th

Tuesday September 24th

Meetings are the 4th
Tuesday of each month
except May and August
when room availability
caused a change.

VICE PRESIDENT:
Shannon Montez
shannon.montez@yahoo.com
MEMBERSHIP: Shirley Doggett
co chairs: Fred & Cecilia Richter
512-924-5051
sdoggett@mindspring.com
PROGRAM: Jennifer Shear
512-507-7746
jennifer.shear@dell.com
NEWSLETTER EDITOR:
Chris Doggett
512-914-2794
ckdoggett@gmail.com
SECRETARY: Gillian Mattinson
512-961-9955
gillmatties@gmail.com

May Program
7:00 pm

Jim Colbert - Burr Comb, Pests, Adding Supers

8:00 pm

Nathalie Misserey - Chemical Free Beekeeping

TREASURER: Barbi Rose
512-799-0616
barbirose@yahoo.com
HISTORIAN: Matt Ludlum
601-454-9966
matt.ludlum@gmail.com
PAST PRESIDENT: Jim Colbert
512-863-7183
colbertj@hotmail.com
LIBRARIAN: Barbi Rose
512-799-0616
barbirose@yahoo.com
REFRESHMENTS:
Provided by Red Poppy Coffee
Lisa Hoekstra
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIR:
Jimmie Oakley
512-507-3009
jimmie.oakley@gmail.com
QUEEN CHAIR:
Ginny Stubblefield
512-636-6813
ginny@options2sell.com
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My Experience with the Flow Hive
From Phil Ainslee, President
I have recently had several inquiries about the Flow Hive, I decided it is time to share my
thoughts on it. I’ve had three years’ experience with my Flow Hive and I am still undecided if
it is worth the investment.
PROS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

It is easy to extract the honey.
There is very little mess.
Nice clear honey pours off. No wax or body parts = no filtering
No de-capping needed.
The bees are not bothered when you extract.
Clean up after extraction is easy and very little mess. You will get sticky fingers or gloves
during extraction.

CONS:
• They are expensive. The actual Flow Hive Honey Super is $330 on Amazon. Anything
else is extra. Notice I called it a honey super, is not a brood chamber. Their name brand
woodware is high dollar. If you want the fancy roof, name brand brood chamber and so
on, it will raise your investment considerably. You can easily reach about $700.00 or
more for a single hive.
• Extraction is very slow if the weather is cool.
o It is helpful to have the hive slanted slightly to the extraction side. This results in
a better flow to the extraction tubes.
• The wind can blow the honey stream. There web site shows them pouring it into a jar.
That works if it is warm and the winds calm. Texas winds will blow the honey past the
hole in the jar. Use a bucket.
• Bees drowning in the honey. The bees smell the honey that is flowing into your jar or
bucket and fly into the stream of honey resulting is several drowned bees. Flow Hives
latest video shows a flexible drain hose attached to the hard-plastic drain tubes. I have
not done this but I plan to give it a try. That would avoid the honey stream issue and by
cutting holes in a bucket lid for the flexible tubing you can eliminate the problem with
the wind and drowning bees in the honey stream and container.
• You must have something to hold the bucket. Draining the honey from the Flow hive
takes about 30-45 minutes (depending on the temperature). Your arm will get tired if
you try to hold the container.
o There are some small plastic parts that can get lost in the grass when removing
honey. Some are about the size of a nickel. There are also hard plastic extraction
tubes that need connected to the Flow Hive frames. See their web video to get a
picture of what I am describing.
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o Have a pair of pliers’ handy for handling the plastic extraction tube plugs. See 3rd
and 4th objects from the left in the picture below:

•
•
•
•

o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WbMV9qYIXqM This video is a sales video,
so keep that in mind while viewing.
A loaded Flow Hive is heavy. You will need to remove it to for hive inspections and your
inspection may not be when your flow hive is empty.
There is a plastic seal along the bottom of the Flow Hive. You must be careful when
prying the flow hive loose from the chamber underneath.
The view window is not very helpful. I think of it as a gimmick.
There are Chinese versions available. I cannot vouch for their quality.

Will I purchase another? Not now, they’re still too expensive. Perhaps the price will come
down. In addition, I want to see how well it holds up over time. Will the parts get brittle and
break with age? Will there be problems when the wax gets dark? If I lose parts, are they easily
replaced? Will hive beetles be a problem? So far, no problem with hive beetles.
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June Column from S.S. Brantley
Marshall Beekeepers Association

As a general rule, the spring nectar flow ends around the third
week of June. However, the massive amounts of rain we received
during April and May could contribute to the June flow being
extended in the first few days of July. As the flow is winding
down, you can start checking your hives to see if the bees have
stored enough honey for you to extract. If you do find capped
honey, you need to make a plan for extracting it. It is best to do
so on a warm sunny day since the warm honey will extract and
bottle easier. After extracting, let the honey set in the bucket at
least overnight for all the air bubbles and any other impurities
to rise the surface. If you take care during the extraction process
to not allow the honey to fall through the air any further that
necessary, there will be less foam on the surface of the honey.
Skim away and dispose of the surface film before bottling. Careful
filling of the honey container during bottling will also result in
fewer bubbles on top of the jar of honey.
If you do not own an extractor, check with your local bee club.
Many bee clubs have an extractor that can be rented or checkedout for you to extract at home. Some clubs sponsor group
extraction days where you bring your frames and use the club’s
extractor. You may also find a beekeeper friend that will let you
use their extractor. However you proceed, make sure to schedule a
firm extraction date and pull you frames accordingly. Do not pull
your frames and keep them in the garage or storage building for
several days. Moths, beetles and ants may find and invade your
frames of honey.
When you pull your frames of honey, be sure to remove the
bees from the frames. My favorite method is to blow them off the
frames with a leaf blower. Place the super on top of the hive with
the frames standing vertically and the top bars facing away from
you. Blow from the bottom bar side, blowing the bees out past the
top bars.
There are two types of extractors, tangential and radial.
Tangential extractors are generally smaller, less expensive and
easier to transport. Many handle only two or three frames at a
time. They extract honey from only one side of the frame at a

time, requiring you to spin the first side, turn the frame over,
then spin the other side. When loading frames into a tangential
extractor, make sure the bottom bars lead into the spin direction,
allowing the honey to flow up and out of the cells easier. The
general rule is to extract half the honey from the first side, flip the
frame and extract all of the honey from the second side, then flip
the frame back to the original position and extract the remaining
honey. This process lessens the stress on the combs and helps
prevent “blowing out” or damaging the comb.
Radial extractors are generally larger and more expensive.
The smaller radial extractors can handle a super of frames at a
time while industrial size radials handle from 30 to a more than
a hundred frames. Radial extractors remove honey from both
sides of the frame simultaneously, eliminating the need to flip the
frames during the extraction process.
New colonies can be started in June, using purchased queens,
queen cells, or by allowing the bees to draw queen cells. For
best result, plan to feed the new colony and not rely on the
diminishing natural forage. Despite all of the rain we have had,
we will soon be moving into the Texas summer pattern of hot and
dry.
You can also start new colonies by capturing swarms. Some
beekeepers like to replace the swarm queen with new queen.
Here is a technique for removing the old queen. Place the hive
bottom board on the ground. Place a queen excluder on top of
the bottom board. Place the hive body with frames on top of the
excluder. Put the Outer Cover on. Shake the swarm on a sheet
of cloth or paper on the ground in front of the bottom board.
Wait until most of the bees have climbed into the hive body. The
queen and drones should be unable to pass the excluder and will
be left on the bottom board under the hive body. You can capture
and cage the old queen or dispose of her. You can now move the
hive to its home and add a caged queen. Be sure to feed at least
a gallon of sugar syrup so they can happily begin making wax.
Don’t forget to remove the queen excluder from between the
bottom board and hive body.
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East Austin Garden Fair

from Bailey Brett, WCABA Honey Princess

The East Austin Garden Fair was such a creative and fun approach in giving adults and children the opportunity to ask questions and peak their interest about bee keeping. All the kids enjoyed learning about the different stages of the Honey Bee; and
getting to meet the Honey Princess, of course!
Surprisingly, there was quite a bit of interest in learning about Bees; many people would tell us they knew a neighbor who
keeps bees, or they were considering bee keeping; we were even told about someone who had a bee infestation!
Even with all the rain, it didn’t keep the crowds away! The East Austin Garden Fair had lots of activity for several hours; people
would come and stop by looking for some exciting activity for a rainy day. The East Austin Garden Fair was a success!

Bailey Brett, WCABA Honey Princess
with Ginny Stubblefield, WCABA Honey Queen Chair
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Williamson County Area Beekeeping Association
Meeting Summary - April 23rd, meeting.
The meeting was opened by Phil Ainslie, President
President’s Announcements
1 . Phil Ainslie introduced Alaine Heivilin. She provided information on how to mark your queen and the importance of
doing so. Alaine offered her service to assist members if they are having difficulty in this area.
2. The WCABA Board has been contacted by persons wanting to offer the use of their land to beekeepers. The information is
posted on the WCABA website, under Marketplace.
3. The next WCABA meeting will be held on THURSDAY, MAY 30TH. Same location.
4. The Bee swarm and cut out list will be posted on the website. The list has not been updated since 2016 !! Please review, and
provide updated information, if necessary.
5. Anyone interested in helping out with the WCABA library duties ? Barbi Rose is in need of some assistance.
6.The Texas Beekeepers Association Summer Clinic will be held on June 22nd at Conroe.
7. Jimmy Oakley was introduced, to tremendous applause, and provided an update on the Nucs and Queens. Mr. Oakley
requested that if any member had an issue with their purchase the WCABA will work to resolve it to the best of their ability,
and to the satisfaction of the member.
Beekeeping 101 - Spring in the Bee Yard, presented by Jim Colbert
Beekeeping 102 - Nutrition Management for Robust Population, presented by Lance Wilson
Members Present:- 97
Door Prizes. - Brandy Eves drew the tickets. Several lucky winners
Bee Buzz - Linda Russell informed members that the next Bee Buzz would take place on Sunday May 18th, from 2pm - 4pm,
at Rudy’s BBQ:- 2400 IH 35 Round Rock location .
The meeting was closed by Phil Ainslie, President.
The next meeting will be held on Thursday May 30th at the Georgetown Library.
Gillian Mattinson.
Secretary, W.C.A.B.A.

Visit Our Website:
www.wcaba.org
Email Us At:
info@wcaba.org
Write to:
4355 County Road 110,
Georgetown TX 78626
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Using a ‘Resource’ Nuc to Maintain
or Renew an Old Hive
Ann Bierschenk - Georgetown
During late winter, I decided to order two Nucs and three queens through WCABA. That way I could
add one new hive and replace a hive I lost in late summer to my apiary; and, then replace three old queens.

My apiary in the summer of 2018 before losing one of my hives
In April my mentor, Jimmie Oakley, came to help me go through my
hives and find the queens. One of the hives that was to receive a queen was
a particularly testy and strong hive. Therefore, Jimmie was afraid for me
to put a new green queen in as the hive may not accept her. Instead, he
thought it would make more sense to use the third queen to create a
‘resource’ Nuc. He placed the new (2019)
green queen which was in her little queen
cage, a couple of frames from the strong
hive, and a couple of empty frames into a
Nuc box to create a ‘resource’ Nuc for the
time being. The ‘resource’ Nuc sat under a
tree and received sugar syrup along with all
the other hives.
On a Sunday in May, as I was going
through the hives, I noticed that
Hive #2, which had previously The ‘resource’ Nuc under the tree
been a vigorous hive and had received one of the new queens had no brood,
had queen cells and was mainly full of stored sugar syrup. I sent Jimmie a
text for help. He said he could not make it out until Wednesday to look at
the hive but it could wait for a little while.

Opening the ‘resource’ Nuc
Continued on page 8
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Meanwhile, every time I looked at Hive #2, I would notice things that could
be improved upon. Being one of the older hives, perhaps it could have a
make-over depending on what is decided. So I got together some new hive
parts and painted them; and cleaned up and repainted some old hive parts, just
in case.
Wednesday afternoon Jimmie came by and we looked in Hive #2. There
was no queen visible and no brood, although there were lots of bees. It was
decided that using the ‘resource’ NUC would be a good solution. The
‘resource’ Nuc was opened and it was loaded with lots of bees, brood, wax
and honey.
I pointed out to Jimmie how the concrete blocks holding up Hive #2 had
sunk deep into the ground, how a lot of the hive parts needed repairing, and
showed him the hive parts I had fixed up just in case they could be used. It
did not take long to put the new concrete blocks into place, a new base, bottom
board and deep super.
The old hive was removed from the concrete blocks
A hive make-over for old Hive #2 and it’s
and the ‘resource’ Nuc was moved close to Hive #2.
The supers from the ‘resource’ Nuc were carefully put ready for the ‘resource’ Nuc to be installed
in the deep super. The bees inside the Nuc box were shaken into the deep super and a queen excluder was
placed on top of the deep super. Then the old deep super from hive #2 was placed on top of the queen
excluder followed by the medium super, the inner cover and the cover. Jimmie thought that the queen
excluder would prevent an unseen queen from old Hive 2 from coming into the deep super containing the
new (green) queen from the ‘resource’ hive and causing trouble.

Carefully examining the frames from the ‘resource’ Nuc for the queen and brood
and slowly putting them in place
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The ‘resource’ Nuc box was put back
under the tree with one frame in it and the
top was put back on. That way the bees out
in the field could return to their home that
evening.
Later in the evening before dark, all the
bees that congregated in the ‘resource’ Nuc
were shaken out in front of the new hive #2.
The wooden pieces of the ‘resource’ Nuc
were left in front of the hive so the bees
would hopefully crawl into the hive.
Jimmie was not too worried about the
possibility of losing these bees as they were
foraging worker bees and did not have too
much left of their life span.
In 10 days the new hive #2 will be opened
and examined to make sure the move was a
good fit for both the old hive #2 and the
‘resource’ Nuc.

Technique attributed to concept
of ”Two and a Half Hives, using
nucs to recover your losses from
Bee-Sentials, by Lawrence J.
Connor – Wicwas Press LLC

In the evening the Nuc box was shaken out in
front of new Hive #2 and the box was left so
the rest of the bees could crawl into the hive

Ann Bierschenk is a member of WCABA and
does all her beekeeping at their place NW of
Georgetown out on Young Ranch Road
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Scholarship Program Progresses on Two Fronts
The Williamson County Area Beekeepers Association Scholarship Program is in full swing here in
May after Recipient selection in February, hive construction in March and nuc installation on April.
The four new recipients, Bailey and Reece Brett from
Georgetown, Quinn Bramwell from Cedar Park, and Eli Crozier from
Florence, join other recipients from last year in the 2-year curriculum
“A Sustainable Apiary for Central Texas” that offers a more in-depth
concept of keeping bees and apiary management. In this the emphasis
is on maximizing forager bee population in springtime, expanding the
beehive in spring to absorb seasonal losses, requeening the beehive
every year, and proactive Varroa mite monitoring and treatment
throughout the year. By putting these basis guidelines in place these
youngsters will hopefully be able to keep bees in our area
successfully for years to come. A complete overview of the
curriculum was presented by Randy Oakley from Oakley Family
Apiaries of Robinson, Texas to all the recipients and club members
in an evening seminar at the Georgetown Library on April 2nd.
Scholarship recipients build boxes
The scholarship recipients received their nuc hives on April 6th
and installed them at the Bost Farm, then the hives were moved to
the Heritage Community Garden in SE Georgetown.
With four of the recipient hives in one location, this offers
opportunity for group instruction and Randy Oakley has
volunteered again this year to provide training for these youngsters.
Checking the hives at the garden every two weeks they receive
basic instruction in proper inspection to gage growth and
development of the hive and learn the techniques for growing and
sustaining their apiary.
It is enjoyable to see how well the new recipients pick up the
concept and how they assist each other in working their hives,
comparing the differences, and noting the changes. They are all
required to keep a notebook of routine inspections, and handouts Randy gives Instructions on hive inspection
from training sessions.

Quinn, Eli, Reece & Bailey at the bee cage in the Hertiage Garden
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Eli get evaluation help from Quinn & Sterling

The parents have also been very supportive of the new program,
attending the sessions, and serving as scribes for the inspections, and
even pitching in or standing in when necessary.
Starting with a five frame nuc on April 6th all the hives have grown to
triple 8-frame deeps in less than two months and have doubled the brood
nest size too. In addition, the bees have drawn out most of the foundation
in all the boxes. The hives are all fitted with two “cap and ladder”
inboard frame feeders and the bees are consuming almost 2 gallons of
1.5 to 1 sugar syrup a week. No wonder the bees are drawing out so
much wax foundation.
The recipients from last year are completing the program and have
taken the nuc created from the plan home with anticipation of moving
the original parent colony to their own apiary after the completion of
the honey flow the first part of June. They should be able to extract
honey from the established production colony at the garden before
moving.
The plan for the new recipients in the first year of the program is to
draw all the foundations in three deeps and support a “piggy back” nuc
(w/second queen), overwinter it, and look to the second year for any
substantial honey production.
Congratulate these new beekeepers on this fine start and encourage
them in this learning experience. Jimmie Oakley – Scholarship Chair

Adding the third box to the hive, wow!

Last year's hives really look different

Bailey feeds her 2 gallons of sugar syrup

Here, you want some?
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Eli and Quinn smoke their hives

Mr. Oakley helps Eli find eggs

Quinn shows great frame of brood

Hives to date: 3 deeps boxes and more syrup!!

WCABA Honey Princess Report
On Tuesday, I had the pleasure of attending Sun City’s Nature Club and enjoyed listening to
a talk given by Mr. Jimmie Oakley titled “Bees in Nature”. It was a very helpful experience and
provided me with much information for future speaking events.
After the talk, I was introduced as the current WCABA Honey Princess. This allowed me an
opportunity to speak a little about the Bee Scholarship program and how I became a Honey Princess.
I enjoyed meeting the people and was surprised at the number of questions after the talk. The people
of Sun City certainly have a vibrant interest in bees!
Setting my crown and sash aside, I have also been busy tending my hive as a WCABA
Beekeeping Scholarship Recipient. Our hives are at the Georgetown Heritage Gardens. We have
been doing regular hive checks under the supervision of both Mr. Jimmie Oakley and his son
Randy. We make sure the bees are healthy and doing what they are supposed to be doing as the
bee colony matures. From recording each frame’s amount of pollen, honey, and brood to filling
the feeders and moving hive boxes, it can be quite the job. But it is so much fun to visit the bees
and listen to them humming. I love being both a Honey Princess and a Beekeeper!
Bailey Brett,
2019 W.C.A.B.A. Honey Princess
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New Members

Renewing Members

Kenneth & Tomi Stanley
Liberty Hill
Rick & Amy Bissonett
Georgetown
Todd Allen			Georgetown
Russell Schwausch		
Austin
Anne & Art Smith		
Bertram

Darin Hallam			
Round Rock
Dewey & Mary Helmcamp Round Rock
Joycelyn & Harold Miller
Salado
Bill & Brandy Barton		
Leander
Elmer Goertz			Pflugerville
Keith Fisher			Thorndale

Texas Beekeepers Association
Summer Clinic
June 22nd
Lone Star Convention Center, Conroe TX
Keynote Speaker - Dr Keith Delaplane
Register at texasbeekeepers.org
or with Shirley Doggett
sdoggett@mindspring.com
(512) 924-5051
Full Schedule on Page 14
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7:30-8:50

Top Bar Beekeeping
Tanya Phillips

Sideliner to Commercial
Operations: Equipment,
Finances & Logistics
Discussion Panel
Blake Shook, Skip Talbert,
Chris Moore, Justin Russell

Beekeeper Hacks:
Practical Management
Practices Discussion Panel
Cameron Crane, Chuck
Reburn, Clint Weaver,
Robin Sliva

Native Bees of Texas
Robin Plumlee Sliva

Varroa Mite & Heat
Treatments
Lynn Williams

Yellow Rose 5&6:
Special Interest

Planting For Pollinators
John "JJ" Swan

Mead Making
Cameron Crane

Making Comb Honey
Creamed Honey
Sandi Murray & Cyrus Nasr Pamela Yeamans

Yellow Rose 3&4:
Hive Products

Pheromones:
Understanding Colony
Communication
Lance Wilson

Polyandry - The Neglected
Step-child of Bee Breeding
Dr. Keith Delaplane

Finding a Queen that
Doesn't Want To Be
Found
John "JJ" Swan

Bee Removals
John "JJ" Swan

Yellow Rose 1&2:
Mating, Queens, &
the Superorganism

San Jacinto 2:
The Bees Knees

Dr. Keith Delaplane

Transmission of Bee
Diseases - Pathways &
Alex Payne of the TAMU
Honey Bee Lab

Apitherapy
Sandi Murray & Cyrus Nasr

Ag Valuation with Bees
Dennis Hebert

Queen Rearing for
Yourself
Liz Walsh of the TAMU
Honey Bee Lab
Infused Honey (Taste the
Flavors)
Laura Weaver & Nicole
Praisewater
Nutritional Ecology of
Honey Bees
Pierre Lau of the TAMU
Honey Bee Lab

Making Honey Money:
Marketing & Labeling for
Business
Tara Chapman

Malignancy and Mutiny Things that Go Wrong &
Have Nothing to do with
Mites
Dr. Keith Delaplane

Making & Selling Nucs
Blake Shook

What bees in
nature can
teach us about
colony health

Queen Rearing Discussion
Panel
Dr. Delaplane, Art Thomas,
Clint Weaver, Danny
Weaver, E.T. Ash

Story Telling With
Experts: What I'd Do
Pollination Services & Bee Differently My First Year
Leases Discussion Panel
Discussion Panel
Blake Shook, Chris Moore, Lance Wilson, Sandi
Clint Weaver, Justin
Murray, E.T. Ash, Tanya
Russell, Skip Talbert
Phillips

Recognizing Diseases in
the Bee Colony (Advanced
Hive Inspection Class)
Lance Wilson

San Jacinto 1:
Panel Discussions

..............

Making Splits
Jonathan Walker

Bee Nutrition & Feeding
Chari & James Elam

L
U
N
C
H

Integrated Pest
Management (IPM) for
Honey Bees
Mary Reed

Best Management
Practices
Chris Moore

Ballroom 3:
Best Beekeeping
Practices

WELCOME
&
KEYNOTE

Full Hive Inspections for
Beginners
Robin Plumlee Sliva

3:30-4:20

Urban Beekeeping: Best
Practices
Annual Management
Sandi Murray & Cyrus Nasr Chari & James Elam

2:30-3:20

Setting Up Your Apiary
For Success
Robin Plumlee Sliva

1:30-2:20

Getting Started:
Everything You Need To
Know
Tara Chapman

12-1:20

Ballroom 2:
Getting Started
Series

11-11:50

Main Bluebonnet
Ballroom:
Vendors, Demos and
Interactive Classes

10-10:50

Grab your event Passport and get as many stamps as possible to be entered into a special door prize!
Honey Tasting From
How to Count Mites:
Around the World!! &
Sampling Methods, Sugar Honey Show Preparation
Hands on Lotion, Balms & Roll & Alcohol Wash
Demonstration
Salves Demonstration
Demonstration
Robin Young & Cameron
Myra Smith
with Texas Master
Crane
Beekeepers
Building a Youth Program Success at Your Farmer's
at Your Bee Club Q&A
Texas Master Beekeeping Market
Chris Barnes
Program Q&A
Monica Siwiak

9-9:50
Honey Tasting From
Around the World!! &
Honey Show Preparation
Hands on Lotion, Balms & Demonstration
Salves Demonstration
Robin Young & Cameron
Myra Smith
Crane
Building a Youth Program How To Start a Bee Club
at Your Bee Club Q&A
Resources Q&A
Chris Barnes
Chris Barnes

Location & Topics

*Schedule is subject to change as we get closer to the event.*
Guest Keynote Speaker: Dr. Keith Delaplane

Texas Beekeepers Association Summer Clinic Schedule
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4:20-5

